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the shaikh stresses that the secrets of the prophet muhammad belong only to the household of muhammad, and that his doctrines cannot be divulged to the world at large. he stresses the need for spiritual discipline, and lays down the rules for the discipline of the heart and for the spiritual life of the muslim.
it is a kind of an apology of sufism in this mystical and poetic style. the author sipahil stresses that science alone does not suffice to attain spirituality; it is also necessary to hear the sufi teachings. the sipahil describes the virtues of the righteous and the glories of the saints, and depicts the first-hand

experiences he has had in the process of his divine experiences. and, by extolling the worship of the saints, he has firmly established the path of divine love in the hearts of the people. it is a kind of an apology of sufism in this mystical and poetic style. the author sipahil stresses that science alone does not
suffice to attain spirituality; it is also necessary to hear the sufi teachings. when we talk about zikr and dhikr, we are talking about salaat/rakat* first. when one performs salaah(prayer) they should be mindful of their posture and the movements. but, when one performs zikr and dhikr, one must always be

mindful of the body language, voice (breaths and tone), and the place where one is. this should be done even if one is performing zikr and dhikr for allah. 'azaan is better than salaah because of the intention in the heart. the best intention one can think of is the intention of wanting to learn about allah and his
praises. allah says, “[to] those who purify themselves in the remembrance of allah, and at the standing for his prayer” (surat al-a‘raaf, 7:205).
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tul tehsil health complex has closed its eight-bed civil hospital for emergency and outpatient services after 65 years, a decision prompted by the shortage of doctors, doctors said. the move comes after the district and local administrative bodies decided not to renew the contract of the existing 14-bed sub-district health complex, which is running out of doctors, said
additional district and sessions judge zafar ahmed. he said all new cases referred from the civil hospital to the sub-district complex will be handled by the existing team of doctors there. this important book is now in its 4th edition, which has been reprinted at the expense of the author's family at the heptameron institute in france (the same has been printed by in at the
hilal foundation in usa) following the death of the author's son, who began the process for its completion in 1988. the archive of the library of the hilal foundation consists of more than 7000 documents related to the works of mawlana gwath ghawth. jawahir e khamsa was first published in 1281 ah (1677 ce) by hidayat-al-mashriq (d. 2,009 ah (1699 ce) in the library of
the hilal foundation in usa. jawahir e khamsa was first printed in 996 ah (1596 ce) in ahmedabad, india, on the book market in india and in gujranwati, west bengal, india. he then published it on 15 august 1987 at the heptameron institute in france at the initiative of the author's son (al-shayan kaspary), following the death of the son's wife who took the initiative to his

finishing this work, given the age of this book (60 years old and it took him 15 years to write it). 5ec8ef588b
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